
CADÛ [tschaduu kurd. Magic]

is a heavy psychedelic rock band with musicians from all four corners of Austria. One
autumn night in 2016, the 4 heads met for a jam in the capital. No one could know that in this
one night a magic was that lasts until today.

Welcome to the world of CADÛ.

Although one member was abroad for 6 months in 2017, they continued their creative
songwriting relentlessly and soon had a stage-ready live set up, with which they toured AT,
DE and CH in 2018.

With their debut album "STEELSTREET" (Stonefree Records, 2019), the European
progressive rock landscape has not only gained a sonically new band, but also an energetic
live act. CADÛ became an insider tip of the Austrian underground scene through their live
shows and this helped them to get bigger gigs as support act for rock greats like
Motorpsycho, Tito & Tarantula or Mother's Cake.

Their shows are charged with ecstatic experiences - driving and trippy, from psychedelic to
brutally metallic sonic universe, everything is present in their compositions, The cult of magic
held high again and revived with ecstatic dances.

And how is the magic composed?

Clemens Hackmack from Linz has been shaping CADÛ since its founding in 2017 with his
guitar sound and songwriting, Timothy Luger from Bregenz drives the lowend with his bass,
Max Mayer from Vienna holds the earthy rhythm together with drums and sample pad, and
Scharmien Zandi from Villach burns new standards into the scene with her voice.

As sprawling as CADÛ show themselves in the first album "STEELSTREET", as direct is the
second album "PSYCHOTIC PARADE". Due to the constant development even during the
pandemic, the band can describe itself as "crisis-proof". Priority of the 4 heads is
uncompromised artistic expression, and of course sharing it live. With new songs in their
pocket they have created a versatile program that has a dance and head bang factor.

From Clean to Scream <

Despite difficult circumstances during the lockdowns and the cancellation of their first China
tour, the 4 heads of CADÛ did not stop writing more songs. From these now follows the
second album PSYCHOTIC PARADE (release 2023).

With innovative ideas and fun united 4 individual sound universes and present themselves
once again as an atmospheric unit. A general coming together of diverse, social groups, as
different as each individual may be - breaking down norms and borders with sound, that is
the goal of the 4 musicians:inside, that is the magic of CADÛ.

www.caduofficial.com

https://www.pauker.at/pauker/DE_DE/KU/wb/?x=cad%C3%BB
http://www.caduofficial.com

